Vigil ends at Kellogg: trustees take no action

The faculty of Michigan State University approved a recommendation that the trustees terminate the eight-day and eight-night vigil there for eight days and eight nights and thereby terminate employment and thereby terminate employment. The trustees unanimously approved the recommendation, their tie with the University's policy on termination of contracts. The policy on termination of contracts, however, that the Board's decision is immediate before the meeting.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

MSU trustees endorse open housing ordinance

A resolution approving an open housing ordinance In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

Tax increase suggested to slow down economy

WASHINGTON D.C. — Walter W. Heller, former chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, said Sunday night, "I think we've reached a point where the economy is in a state of equilibrium."

Heller said that the current state of the economy, with low unemployment and low prices, is "the most stable situation we've been in for a long time."

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

"I think we've reached a point where the economy is in a state of equilibrium," Heller said. "If these forecasts are inaccurate, Heller said, "the reason he advocated a tax increase is to slow down the economy.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

Excalibur

Excalibur head critical after crash

The Georgia Pleasure cars crashed, killing three students and injuring another, early Saturday morning. Paul N. Ferber, 20, Rochester, Mass. student, was killed in the crash, while Paul R. Kirkland, 21, a student from Westfield, Mass., was critically injured. The all-terrain vehicles were traveling on a dirt road when they struck a tree.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

The resolution is to restate and re-emphasize the policies In all communities In which University departments or administration so desire.

Truce hopes

Truce hopes
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Old fogey theory is oversimplification

My mind runs with associative replies. Do people automatically think that ATL outstrips the 80th Century Church? If dissident has been quoted for "anonymity" in the ATL Daily, then the advisory committee and other colleges would have been more forthcoming. In the light of ATL Daily, there have been numerous "outside" sources. The idea of an essay final has been turned over, so it will be the fifth trial trip.

In other words, the "hustle-bustle" is to be neither old nor new. In Dr. Brown's remark that-connection between, "we are fighting for and against many of these same issues before, now. There is no organized college.

There are many of the same faculty, radical, right wing, implemented and out played for a good reason.

Mike McGowan
Politics and the family

The two-day meeting in the all the political councils in the country have damaged and corrected the radical. It means that the GDE can make significant goals and that the makeup of the society and a majority. Any notion that GDE is a two-way street, Montgomery, is talking with Mrs. Eileen, Terson Wallace, and Mr. George, McGowan, that first place to the new generation with one of the same for the coming legislative changes.

Changes

"This is the time that you and I, Wallace, will be controlling the government's heart, will start at the top of the mess, and your government, that you are saying that now that your wife has won over the stateside orders.

BASIC OUTLINES

ATL NAT SCI SOC HUM

MATHE 108 109 111 112

CHEM 101 102 111 112

STAT 121 122 123 127

PHYSICS 237, 287

Campus Music Shop

Cleaning Leave

You Baffled?

ONE DAY complete Laundering and dry cleaning service

LANSING LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS

"Specializing in shirts, skirts, and blouses"
W. German Coalition opposed

Bonn, West Germany - An opposition movement was shaping Sunday with no indication that Herbert Bowden left Salisbury on deadlock.

Under the new setup, Christian Democrats control 245 of the 516 seats in the Bundestag, with the Social Democrats 217. In place of the small Social Democratic party, Bowden produced the opinion that there should be no final decision, and after Smith had said it would be a coalition. The Socialists have 202 of the party's delegation in the House of Commons on Tuesday.

The government found that the nation was running a $1.96 billion deficit that would exceed $1.96 billion over the full 25 months. The government announced the imposition at midnight that night of a 15 per cent surcharge on all goods brought into the country.

The Labor government found that the nation was running a $1.96 billion deficit that would exceed $1.96 billion over the full 25 months. The government announced the imposition at midnight that night of a 15 per cent surcharge on all goods brought into the country.

Patrick Liao leader reject coalition offer

TOKYO (AP) - Communist Pathet Lao leader Souvanna Phoumaa, in a letter Nov. 14 to President Ferdinand Marcos, reiterated his offer to join the new government to be formed by the Christian Democrats in a coalition with the Socialists.

Scheduling program gives new freedom

THURSDAY is high school student Jim Watkins a real six-course day. He has 12 courses. He'll sit in class from 7:45 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and then return after school to a community center where he will play basketball and football.

The program, which began last school year, was set up by the Board of Education in the city of Detroit.

Rhodesian issue frozen

BLOEMFONTEIN, South Africa - Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd left Salisbury Monday, with the announcement that he had no success in his efforts to bring about a reconciliation of the Christian Democratic and opposition parties.

The new program gives students freedom to select six courses from a list of 25. Students who fail any course may drop it and take another.

Close vote predicted for U.N. China study

UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 9 - Many countries, including those on the General Assembly floor, are determined to do "a yeoman's job" on a resolution for a "year's" study of the "good offices" of the U.N. Secretary-General.

AIDS And Anteater

Katrina, a female members of the species Percodus, and Pott's disease of the upper jaw, was killed in the laboratory. The riding with over 1 metric ton of raw materials, the animal was operated on by Dr. C. J. Van Dyke, a member of the South African Medical Association.

Arby's RIB EYE BEEF Sandwich

240 gr. 50c W. Grand River
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FREE PARKING IN THE REAR

10-10-66

Your approach is perfect in these new, plaid lys by Mr. Hicks.

Get on the green, and score with every stroke, in these smooth, neat, tall, traditional XPRESSIONLY, by Mr. Hicks. Top-flight good looks in the new Glen Plaid in 8 neat choices - blue-black, or same tone. Top-flight long-wear thanks to 50% FORTREL and 50% cotton, too! She'll love the shape you're in! $10.00

HICKS-PÖNDER CO., EL PASO, TEXAS 79999

Monday, November 28, 1966

C-47, Wreck

C-47 transport plane after it crashed and burned in a snowy area while trying to make an emergency landing at an air base. All 27 Americans aboard were killed.

UP/Associated Press

British to drop tariff

London: The British government announced Thursday that it will drop its 15 per cent surcharge on all goods brought into the country. The government announced the imposition at midnight that night of a 15 per cent surcharge on all goods brought into the country.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, which administered the surcharge, announced that it will be dropped on Dec. 1.

Funds for a government with the aid of the Christian Democrats is expected to be announced in the next few days.
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Faculty, staff changes approved.

The Board of Trustees gave formal approval to the following appointments: 23 appointments; 12 resignations and terminations.

The Board approved appointments for: Frank A. Harmon, program leader, family living education, Apples. 4-H - youth agent, Mar. 1, 1967; and 12 resignations and terminations.

Other resignations were approved: Lucien G. Smart, professor, food, May 1, 1967; and 12 resignations and terminations. Also approved were 23 new appointments: Charles DeLano, 4-H - youth agent, Mar. 1, 1967; and 12 resignations and terminations.

The Board approved the annual report of the Department of Agriculture, 1967; the Board approved the annual report of the Board of Governors, 1967; and the Board approved the annual report of the Board of Trustees, 1967.
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The Board approved the annual report of the Board of Trustees, 1967; and the Board approved the annual report of the Board of Visitors, 1967.
KREFT SCORES TWO
Bootes beat Temple 3-1

By GAYEL WESCH
State News Sports Writer

Tom Kreft, one of the leaders of the MSU athletic department, scored two goals in the MSU victory over Temple in the 3rd annual NCAA Regional soccer tournament.

Temple, ranked 13 in the country, was defeated by the Spartans, who scored twice in the first half and once in the second half.

Kreft's first goal came in the 16th minute of the game and was assisted by teammate Bill Pulliam. His second goal came in the 32nd minute on a penalty kick.

MSU was leading 2-0 at halftime and went on to win 3-1.

The Spartans will face the University of Michigan in the final of the tournament on November 28th.

ASMSU sponsors
A Luxurious Trip To The Bahamas This Spring

Eastern Airlines will take you there for seven days, March 19-26, for only $235.00. A $75.00 refundable deposit is due in Rm. 235 Student Services Bldg. Inquire if interested.
Flannery O'Connor: dazzling and unorthodox

The added dimension: The Art and Mind of Flannery O'Connor

Reviewed by M. Thomas Inge

Flannery O'Connor, By Stanley Edgar Hyman

Flannery O'Connor, By Robert Bonfils

The Art and Mind of Flannery O'Connor

This is not a collection of O'Connor's critical essays, nor a catalogue of her published works, but rather a compiler's effort to evoke a sense of the art and mind of Flannery O'Connor. The compiler's selection of essays, articles, and other writings is designed to give a glimpse of the woman and writer as she appears in the pages of Flannery O'Connor's fiction, art, and philosophy.

Flannery O'Connor was a precocious seven-year-old who could draw crayon pictures on the backs of envelopes. She was a writer from an early age, and her work was published when she was only 21. She was a devoted reader of classical literature, and she was deeply influenced by the works of William Shakespeare, Charles Dickens, and Thomas Hardy. She was a devout Catholic and was inspired by the writings of St. Francis of Assisi, but she was also drawn to the work of Charles Dickens and Charles Laughton, and she was fascinated by the world of opera.

Flannery O'Connor was a remarkable writer, and her work is still read and studied today. She was a woman of great talent, and her work has had a profound influence on the world of literature.

The Singer in Little

A song can be made of a little song by a little child. A song in a call of saints. A little song that can be made of a little child. A song in a call of saints.

The man with the white hat, the man with the white hat who lived in the little cottage. A song in a call of saints. A song in a call of saints.

The Singer in Little

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The singer in the little cottage.

The little cottage.

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The little cottage.

The man with the white hat.

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The man with the white hat.

The man with the white hat.

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The man with the white hat.

The man with the white hat.

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The man with the white hat.

The man with the white hat.

I sang a song in a call of saints.

The man with the white hat.
Groat says 'people are thinking'

By BEY THOMICH

State News Staff Writer

Gary Groat, one of three ATL dissatisfaction committee members, will be terminating its job late in June, with the Board of Trustees meeting Thursday night.

Groat will discuss the situation at 8 p.m. in 137 Fee Hall. The meeting will be open to the public, and all students are invited to attend.

In regards to price policies, Groat said that the committee was not even discussing the issue, and that it was not a topic of discussion.

Two students pleaded guilty to drinking and disorderly conduct at a dance in East Shaw Hall. They were fined $6 each.

Two students were arrested in the stadium for being drunk and disorderly.

The three least frightened members of the advisory committee were not even discussing the issue, and that it was not a topic of discussion.

The three least frightened members of the advisory committee were not even discussing the issue, and that it was not a topic of discussion.
German right-wing aim of new study

By Dianne Docher

An analysis of the National Democratic Party, which has the potential to become a political force in West Germany, was published by the German American Bund, the Bundist political party in West Germany. The study, “The National Democratic Party in West Germany,” was conducted by Professor Otto Rodhe, a political science professor at the University of Munich.

Rodhe stated, in the study, that the National Democratic Party, which has received only limited attention in the United States, is growing rapidly in West Germany. He noted that the party has made significant gains in recent elections and is now polling at 10% in the polls.

Rodhe said that the party’s success is due to a number of factors, including a strong focus on issues such as immigration, crime, and national security. He also noted that the party’s anti-immigrant and anti-refugee position is resonating with a significant portion of the West German electorate.

Rodhe concluded by saying that the National Democratic Party is likely to play a significant role in the future of West German politics. He warned that the party’s rise could have serious implications for the stability of the country.

Assembly to meet four times next term

The American Student Association of Michigan (ASMSU) will meet four times next term to discuss and establish the purposes and goals of the general assembly. The meetings will be held at 9 p.m. in the Union.

The student board will vote on the first meeting of the Off-Campus Council (OCC) next term. The new member will be selected at the meeting.

College Bike Shop

134 N. Harrison

ED 2-4117

Honda Dealer

Parts & Accessories

Factory Trained Mechanics

Bowls games rescheduled

AGRO College Bowl matches scheduled for Nov. 27 have been rescheduled.

Off-campus teams to face competition from the University of Michigan Kappa Sigma, Alpha, Theta Chi, and Alpha Sigma Phi. The games will be played at The Union.

MSU budget

The final budget for the Michigan State University (MSU) for the fiscal year 1967-68 has been approved by the Board of Trustees.

The budget includes a 10% increase in student fees and a 5% increase in faculty salaries. The budget also includes funds for new instructional materials and equipment.

The budget is designed to support the university’s mission of education, research, and public service.

CUNARD CRUISES

Carnival Cruises of the World

TRAVEL CENTER INC.

228 Abbott Rd. 

Ann Arbor

TRAVEL SNORT

The Travel Store

"SHOPPING FOR A '67?"

USE "COAR" PLAN AUTO FINANCING...

the continuous owner auto renewal loan program from YOUR CREDIT UNION

Getting a new car in practical? You've got three golden chances to amaze and impress your friends. Not only will you save thousands in down payment and interest costs, you can also take advantage of our special "COAR" PLAN auto financing.

First off, if you choose "COAR"... you'll take advantage of our special "COAR" PLAN auto financing. This means you get the lowest possible finance rates and the lowest possible payment. You can even choose to pay off your car in as little as 12 months!

Second, if you choose "COAR"... you'll take advantage of our special "COAR" PLAN auto financing. This means you get the lowest possible finance rates and the lowest possible payment. You can even choose to pay off your car in as little as 12 months!

Third, if you choose "COAR"... you'll take advantage of our special "COAR" PLAN auto financing. This means you get the lowest possible finance rates and the lowest possible payment. You can even choose to pay off your car in as little as 12 months!

BUY YOUR NEXT CAR WITH CONFIDENCE!

Call Mike Michels for car dealer contacts and tips, or visit Mike Michels for a quote.

SAVE on your next car purchase, get a good deal when you buy.

MSU EMPLOYEES

CREDIT UNION

Credit Union Members Have the Advantage
RECORD And BOOK SALE

COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS

- CAPITOL • DOT • MERCURY • MGM
- DECCA • VERVE • COLUMBIA • CORAL

SAVE UP TO $2

PROMISE 2 or 3

HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM

FROM FORMER LIST PRICE

Books with emphasis on pictorial and illustrative descriptions

These books and many more similar titles including a large selection of interesting and informative children's books.


THE BOOK OF THE AMERICAN WEST by Jay Monahan. Published at $22.50. Only 9.95

VELAZQUEZ by Eugenio Barilli. Published at $20.00. Only 9.95

THE MEMOIRS OF JACQUES CASANOVA, Six volumes translated by Arthur Machen. Published at $30.00. Only 9.95

PAINTINGS & LETTERS OF T. • • • ARTISTS, 2 Volume set, signed. By Richard Friedenthal. Published at $15.00. CHILDREN'S BOOKS

BOTTICELLI by Emme Mielhardt. Published at $20.00. Only 9.95

WINTHROP AMERICAN ARTIST: HIS WORLD AND WORK by Albert Ten Eyck Gardner. Published at $25.00. Only 9.95

AMERICAN CELEBRITY REGISTER. Reference book with a point of view. Cleveland Amory, Editor in Chief. Published at $25.00. Only 9.95

PALS AND CHURCHES OF THE KREMLIN by N. N. Vorenik. Only 9.95

HOMES OF THE AMERICAN PRESIDENTS by Cranston Jones. Published at $17.95. Only 9.95

RAPHAEL by Roberto Salvini. Published at $20.00. Only 9.95

THE WORLD'S GREATEST FIGURE DRAWINGS by J. Harrison Roswell. Published at $25.00. Only 14.95

AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF FURNISHING by Mario Prinz. Published at $21.00. Only 14.95

ROMANTIC ART by Marcel Brion. Published at $25.00. Only 14.95

NINETEENTH CENTURY ITALIAN PAINTING by Leonardo Borgese. Published at $25.00. Only 9.95

TIFFANY TABLE SETTINGS. Imaginative arrangements for every setting. Published at $15.00. Only 9.95

THE TREASURY OF THE AUTOMOBILE by Ralph Stein. Published at $12.95. Only 6.95

THE COLLECTING OF GUNS by James E. Serven. Hundreds of Photos and drawings. Published at $24.95. Only 7.95

Children's books

JUNIOR SCIENCE LIBRARY, 3 Volumes. Published at $4.75. Only 1.98

TO READ AND TELL by Norah Montgomery. Published at $4.50. Only 1.98

YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS, Published at $2.95. Only 1.00

READ & DRAW MAGIC SLATE BOOK. Published at $1.99. Only 1.00

TIME TO SPARE by Frank Jupi. Published at $2.95. Only 1.00

UNDER WATER AND SEA ADVENTURE by Patrick Ekman. Published at $1.95. Only 1.00

NEEDLE & THREAD BOOK: A Golden Learning Book. Published at $1.95. Only 1.00

LOVE, LOVE, LOVE, Selected by Helen Hole. Published at $2.95. Only 1.98

MSU BOOK STORE

in the Center for International Programs